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Golf in lampung province is used to playing for the upper class society. The large and wide land need a well-concepted design. It requires considerable attention from the design to the maintenance. The supporting lands there need also to be managed by selecting the type of plants and some others; gazebo, sitting chair, garbage pail, etc. It aims to make the players enjoyable by providing the good view of the planned design.

One of the plans to form the landscape to be not only a sport place for golf but also a recreation sport place for others is utilization the empty space and bad view area for other supporting sport facilities. It will create the attractive appearance that can also be the centre point of interest there to attract many visitors and increase the income by providing the comfortable and nice environment.

The aim of this study is to reform the empty space and bad view area with additional sport and supporting facilities that can create a nice environment from its appearance and esthetics by combining hard material and soft material unsure.
This landscape design used Gold (1980) in Hakim (1987) method that consists of some paths; inventories, analysis, concept, pre-design and final design. Based on analysis and synthesize result that Golf field sukarambe can be developed to be five zones; reception and service zone, sport zone, miniature golf, outbound zone, and golf zone.